
TMA372/MAN660 PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONSCOMPUTER ASSIGNMENT 2
1. Consider the heat equation:ut ��u =0; x 2 
; t > 0;u =0; x 2 �
; t > 0;u(x; 0) =u0; x 2 
:a) Show the following stability estimates:ku(t)k2 + Z t0 kruk2 ds � ku0k2; t > 0;k�uk � 1t ku0k; t > 0:The latter estimate is the so alled paraboli smoothing estimate (or strong stabil-ity), that desribes the fat that the solution is smmother than the initial data (itgains regularity).b) How do these estimates hange if you substitute uxx + 4uyy for �u ?) Solve the problem with 
 = [0; 1℄ using a Fourier series and study how fast theoeÆients for the di�erent Fourier modes deay. Prove the smoothing estimate byusing this Fourier series representation of the exat solution.1. Seleted appliationsSelet one of the following applied problems. The objetive is to solve an appliedproblem of interest using the PDE Toolbox, to evaluate the results obtained anddraw some onlusions onerning the nature of the exat solution and the numerialapproximation. Use your fantasy and fous on features of interest. Note that theproblems are not preisely formulated. You thus have to think of:� An interesting real world problem.� Mathematial modelling inluding for instane the hoie of boundary on-ditions and trunation of the omputational domain in ase of unboundeddomains.� Computational aspets.� Analytial aspets, seek to simplify the model so that it is possible to obtainan analytial solution. Solve the simpli�ed problem and think about theextra assumptions you have made, are these realisti?1.1. Convetion-di�usion-absorption/reation. Consider a 2d onvetion-di�usion-absorption/reation problem of the form�u+ � � ru�r � (�ru) = f;together with suitable boundary onditions on the boundary � of 
, where u is anunknown onentration, � = �(x) is a given (small) di�usion oeÆient, � = �(x)is a given veloity �eld, � = �(x) is a given absorption/reation oeÆient andf = f(x) is a given prodution term. Solve a onvetion-dominated problem of thisform for instane related to pollution ontrol, where f is a delta-funtion at some1
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. Determine for instane the width of the "smoke plume" and omparewith theory.1.2. Eletrostatis. Consider the basi problem of 2d eletrostatisr � (�E) = �;E = �r�;together with suitable boundary onditions orresponding to a part of the boundaryof 
 being a perfet ondutor and the remaining part being insulated. Here E isthe eletri �eld, � the eletri potential, � = �(x) the dieletriity oeÆient, and� the harge density. Solve a problem of this form in a on�guration of interestfor instane with the boundary ontaining a sharp non-onvex orner. Study thebehaviour of the eletri �eld in the viinity of the orner and ompare with theory.1.3. 2d uid ow. The veloity u = (u1; u2) of an inompressible irrotational2d uid may be expressed through a potential � by u = r� . Coupled with theinompressibility equation r � u = 0 this gives the Laplae equation for �:r � (r�) = �� = 0;together with suitable boundary onditions expressing for instane that u � n = 0on solid boundaries. Note that it is not possible to use Neumann onditions on theentire boundary. Solve a problem of the following type, using a potential:(a) ow through a 2d nozzle(b) ow around a dis or wing pro�leUse the gradient plot to visualize the ow.1.4. Heat ondution. Consider the 2d stationary heat equationr � q = f; q = ��ru;together with suitable boundary onditions, where u is the temperature, q the heatow, � the heat ondution oeÆient and f a given prodution term. Solve forinstane a problem of this form modelling a hot water pipe buried in a half spaeand determine the temperature on the boundary of the half spae above the pipeusing a Robin boundary ondition on the surfae.1.5. Quantum physis. Consider the 2d stationary Shr�odinger eigenvalue prob-lem � ~22m�u+ V (x)u = �u;where V is a given potential, ~ is Plank's onstant divided by 2� and m is thepartile mass. Give a quantum physial interpretation of the eigenvalues and or-responding eigenfuntions determined by this equation. Normalize the onstantsand solve the problem for some suitable domain and potential. Disuss your om-putational results from a quantum physial viewpoint.


